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A B S T R A C T   

The popularity of cultural objects is often distributed as many unpopular “flops” alongside a few 
“hits.” Hits can be several orders of magnitude more popular than typical objects but are difficult 
to predict ex-ante. Most explanations focus on cumulative advantage (CA): rich-get-richer pro-
cesses wherein the success of cultural objects breeds future success, creating high inequality in 
popularity and decoupling popularity from the properties of objects. I present an additional 
formal model, multiplicative returns (MR), which assumes that cultural objects are judged as 
interdependent ensembles of their properties. Like CA, the MR model produces “hit” objects 
whose popularity is difficult to predict before the fact. I show that the MR model generates 
popularity distributions consistent with that of US baby girls’ names. I conclude that highly 
unequal popularity distributions of cultural objects are over-determined: they can arise from MR, 
CA, or both.   

1. Introduction 

Two stylized facts characterize the careers of many cultural objects: (1) popularity is highly unequal—often a few hits are orders of 
magnitude more popular than the typical object (Salganik & Watts, 2006), and (2) popularity is very difficult to predict, even for 
experts (Bielby & Bielby, 1994). Beginning with Adler (1985), social scientists have explained cultural object popularity through 
cumulative advantage (CA) processes wherein the popularity of cultural objects increases the likelihood that additional adopters will 
flock to them. CA is a theoretically appealing model since it can parsimoniously generate both high inequality and unpredictability, 
and has extensive empirical support (Godart & Mears, 2009; van de Rijt et al., 2013; Rossman et al., 2010; Salganik & Watts, 2006). CA 
has powerful implications for the study of culture and cultural objects, in part because it implies that the public reception of cultural 
objects is only loosely coupled with the personal tastes of individuals (Lizardo, 2016), and because it shows how the endogenous 
spread of cultural objects can generate high inequality in reception (Kaufman, 2004). Recent work, however, suggests that CA cannot 
entirely account for the dramatic inequality in the careers of cultural objects, particularly for the biggest hits (e.g., Lynn et al. 2016, 
van de Rijt 2019), suggesting the need for additional models. 

Other work on cultural object adoption stresses the role of durable aesthetic dispositions or “tastes” (Bourdieu, 1984; Lieberson, 
2000). Although tastes form through social processes, once formed they allow individuals to ascertain the intended meaning of cultural 
objects and form aesthetic judgements independently rather than from contemporaneous reactions of others to the object (Cerulo, 
2018; Lieberson & Mikelson, 1995; Wohl, 2015). Theories of taste give us accounts of how the properties of objects influence how 
objects are perceived and whether they are adopted. Yet we still lack a sociological account of how tastes and the properties of objects 
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produce skewed popularity distributions. Indeed many studies are motivated by the difficulty of predicting the emergence of hits based 
on their properties alone (e.g., Salganik et al. 2006). 

If CA were the only model capable of generating the unpredictability and inequality of cultural markets, then the role of taste-based 
mechanisms in explaining the adoption and popularity of cultural objects would be highly circumscribed—when we observe a hit 
cultural object, we must assume that it resulted from CA. Here, however, I introduce a formal model of cultural object adoption based 
on taste that also reproduces the high inequality and unpredictability characteristic of CA processes. This model captures the intuition 
that cultural objects are judged as ensembles of interdependent properties, such as when a book cover is carefully chosen in the hopes 
of matching the “core essence” of the writing in a book (Childress, 2017:133), or, in other words, that their appeal is more than the sum 
of their parts (Taylor et al., 2019:8). I call this model “multiplicative returns” (MR). MR assumes that cultural objects will be judged 
and adopted according to a multiplicative function, or the interaction, of several underlying properties. In this model, hits are “perfect 
storms” of complementary qualities, which interact to form an object’s overall appeal. 

I illustrate the MR model empirically on the popularity of baby girls’ names in the United States. Girls’ names present a puzzle for 
CA models in that parents often choose novel or rare names to express individuality (e.g., Lieberson 2000), yet many names still 
become extremely popular. The MR model helps to make sense of this. Baby names must simultaneously satisfy many conditions for 
parents, such as sounding pleasing or having particular gender, race, and class connotations. The MR model shows how skewed 
distributions can arise without CA when objects such as names are judged as ensembles of properties. That is, names can become hits 
based on the reception of their properties (sound, gender connotation, associated imagery, etc.) rather than because popularity begets 
further popularity. Both CA and MR models are generative models of inequality: mathematical and simulation models that seek to 
generate the patterns they explain (Epstein & Axtell, 1996). To compare the models empirically, I show that the popularity distri-
butions generated by the MR model are closer than those generated by canonical CA models to the empirical popularity distribution of 
baby girls’ names. I conclude that, in general, extreme inequality in cultural object popularity is likely due to both CA and MR pro-
cesses and theorize three ways that CA and MR processes may intersect. 

2. Cumulative advantage and cultural objects 

A CA process is one in which “current levels of accumulation have a direct [positive] causal relationship with future levels1” 
(DiPrete & Eirich, 2006:272). Because the “rich get richer,” CA leads to high inequality among the units subject to the process (DiPrete 
& Eirich, 2006). In Merton’s classic study of the Mathew effect, for instance, scientists who are already well-known and respected in 
their field tend to receive more credit than lesser-known scientists for similar work (Merto, 1968). Because CA processes are path 
dependent—later outcomes can reflect the enduring influence of historically contingent events—they are unpredictable at the outset 
(Arthur, 1989). 

CA has been applied to the study of cultural objects to explain both the high inequality in the popularity of cultural objects and 
artists and the unpredictability of their careers. Salganik and colleagues employ an experimental research design demonstrating that 
CA, through social influence, creates increasing inequality and unpredictability for song listens and downloads (2006). Other CA 
models analyze CA for the careers of artists or other cultural producers. These models often show that CA works through the social 
influence of audience members, who form interpretations of performers or performances and influence others to follow their in-
terpretations. Godart and Mears use participant observation and interviews to show that the careers of fashion models are subject to CA 
through the social influence of key opinion leaders, leading to a highly skewed distribution of fashion models’ participation in shows 
despite minimal differences in their “look” (2009). Economists have shown that in a prestigious piano competition, the order in which 
participants perform, which is randomly assigned, strongly affects judges’ assessments. This, in turn, impacts the later career success of 
the performer—suggesting that arbitrary cultural consecration has enduring effects on artistic careers (Ginsburgh & vanOurs, 2003). 
So, although cultural objects do not have agency, cultural producers do, and in both cases, the dynamics of the audiences’ in-
terpretations may be what is relevant for their reception. 

Despite the apparent ubiquity of CA, there are also important brakes on the process. First, cultural objects can be valued for their 
“distinction” with their scarcity a marker of higher social class or status (Bourdieu, 1984; Leibenstein, 1950; Veblen, 2001; but see: 
Mark 2003). Conversely, cultural omnivores use knowledge and appreciation of a wide range of cultural objects as cultural capital 
(Peterson & Kern, 1996) and intentionally consume lesser-known genres or objects, mitigating the advantage of more popular 
“mainstream” objects (Lizardo & Skiles, 2012). Finally, even cultural omnivores engage in symbolic exclusion of certain forms 
(Bryson, 1996), potentially limiting objects from diffusing across bounded group identities (Mark, 2003). Evidence from experiments 
also suggests important limits to cumulative advantage. Salganik and colleagues were unable to make the least popular songs into hits 
by giving them an initial popularity advantage (Salganik & Watts, 2008). van de Rijt and colleagues showed that bestowing initial 
small advantages in many social environments initiated a CA process, but that increasing the size of the initial advantage was subject to 
diminishing returns, suggesting that the role of CA in these processes is real but limited (van de Rijt et al. 2014, see also: 2016). 

Perhaps most important for the study of hits is that CA processes are often self-correcting—potentially favoring “inferior” objects at 
first but later locking into their “superior” alternatives (Goeree et al., 2007; Liebowitz & Margolis, 1995). The intuition is that if 
decisions are based on an object’s popularity and quality, when superior quality objects become popular, their high popularity will 
lock in as both quality and popularity favor their continued adoption. However, when inferior objects enjoy an initial advantage in 

1 I refer here to what Diprete and Eirich call “strict cumulative advantage.” 
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popularity, this advantage must be so strong that the superior alternative cannot enjoy any gain in popularity; otherwise, any gain in 
popularity will be reinforced for the superior object in a self-correcting cycle. Using this logic, van de Rijt (2019) has shown that in 
many published experiments (Goeree et al., 2007; Margetts et al., 2011; van de Rijt et al., 2014; Salganik & Watts, 2008; Salganik et al., 
2006; Willer et al., 2009), CA is not strong enough to lock in inferior alternatives. In addition, in the original Music Lab experiments, 
the popularity distributions in the social influence conditions become more highly correlated with popularity in the independent 
conditions over time (van de Rijt, 2019). Despite these limitations of CA, we lack alternative models of the origins of hits. 

3. Multiplicative returns and cultural objects 

In contrast to CA models, the MR model focuses on how the properties of cultural objects influence their popularity. Although 
sociologists of culture have long demonstrated that the properties—symbolic or physical—of cultural objects influence their reception, 
they have not shown if or how this explains the emergence of skewed distributions of popularity. Instead, it is clear that there is no 
simple or obvious relationship between the popularity of objects and their properties, and the appeal of many hits seems indistin-
guishable from that of flops, even to experts (Bielby & Bielby, 1994). Indeed, this observation has been one of the motivating puzzles of 
scholarship using CA models (e.g., Godart and Mears 2009, Salganik et al. 2006). Here I propose a model capable of generating hits 
from simple assumptions about the properties of cultural objects and how people interpret those properties. 

3.1. Taste and the properties of cultural objects 

In contrast to situational and contemporaneous mechanisms like social influence which drive CA processes, much work on the 
evaluation of cultural objects discusses the role of durable dispositions, or “tastes” (Bourdieu, 1984; Lieberson, 2000). Tastes are the 
aesthetic dispositions individuals hold that inform their preferences for one cultural object over another based on the properties of 
those objects. Individual tastes come from socialization into aesthetic communities, which allow people to understand and evaluate the 
social and cultural significance of the properties of cultural objects (Wohl, 2015). By translating physical properties such as sound or 
color into meaning and evaluations, tastes are in large part what allow cultural objects to take on the “shared significance” that defines 
them (Griswold, 1987:3). Important here is that individuals can “read” the intended meanings of objects based on their properties 
alone with a fair amount of accuracy. Individuals can read the racial and class demographics that perfumes are marketed to, for 
example, simply by smell (Cerulo, 2018). Similarly, individuals use phonetic cues to accurately predict the intended gender of obscure 
names (Lieberson & Mikelson, 1995). Exactly how these cognitions occur is beyond the scope of this paper: it is sufficient to note that 
individuals can form judgements about cultural objects, based on their properties, and without the contemporaneous input of others.2 

Cultural objects, moreover, are judged as being more than a simple sum of their properties, but also by the ways the various 
properties of an object support the aesthetic appeal of one another (e.g., Rossman et al. 2010). Individuals thus form a sense of the 
gestalt of a cultural object that is not always easy for individuals or analysts to decompose into its constituent parts (Taylor et al., 
2019:8). Even such apparently uni-dimensional concepts as “talent” are complex ensembles of differing properties and practices 
(Chambliss, 1989). Exactly how many meaningful properties cultural objects have is likely near-impossible to know, will vary ac-
cording to the object and its context, but work in this area suggests that objects often have many meaningful properties. Askin and 
Mauskap, for example, measure nine different properties of the sound of songs, alongside additional properties such as their length 
(2017:919).3 Here I propose a model which builds on these insights to show how tastes and cultural objects properties’ can generate hit 
cultural objects. 

3.2. Multiplicative returns 

MR is a simple model that captures the intuition that the appeal of a cultural object stems not from the sum of its parts but rather 
from an ensemble of properties that take on meaning and appeal through their configuration as a cohesive whole. Similar to how 
interaction terms are constructed in regression models, I propose that the appeal of cultural objects is a multiplicative function of their 
properties. The MR model simply assumes that interpretations of objects are formed not through the sum of the appeal of an object’s 
constituent properties, but rather through the multiplication of the appeal of its constituent parts. Although the MR model is simple, I 
show that its predictions can reproduce the inequality and unpredictability of cultural markets, and its assumptions are consonant with 
much of what we know about the evaluation of cultural objects. 

MR models have seen little use in sociology, but physicists and economists have used similar models. Shockley (1957) was 
interested in explaining the high skew in productivity across scientists in research labs. Shockley reasoned that scientific productivity 
was a function of several factors, such as creativity, persistence, writing ability, ability to recognize a good result, etc. Since skill in any 
single one of these domains would not be very useful without skill in the others, Shockley hypothesized that productivity could be 

2 Much work focuses on the cognitive processes which guide how individuals interpret and choose how to adopt cultural objects with a dual 
process framework. For my purpose here it is less important whether individuals use declarative or non-declarative, or both, types of cognition, since 
neither necessarily favor CA or MR. Individuals might make implicit and automatic judgements about the desirability of something based on its 
popularity, or they might also use very slow and deliberate thinking to infer that popularity is a signal of quality. Similarly, judgements of taste can 
occur through either declarative or non-declarative processes (Cerulo, 2018).  

3 These include things like the key of the song, its danceability, tempo, speechiness, and so forth. 
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approximated by a multiplicative function of these factors (see also: Burt 1943, Simonton 1999). More recent work in economics 
similarly models CEO productivity with a multiplicative function to explain the skewed distribution of CEO pay (Edmans et al., 2009; 
Tervio, 2008). Iannaconne showed that to explain the skewed distribution of donations to religious organizations, one only had to 
assume that the desire to donate, and the ability to do so, had multiplicative, rather than additive, effects on total donations (Ian-
naccone, 1997). 

The MR model assumes that objects have underlying properties, the appeal of which are distributed rather evenly, and which 
translate into popularity through a multiplicative function. Multiplying even rather evenly distributed variables can produce 
considerable skew. To illustrate, imagine popularity is a function of 10 variables. For simplicity, assume these variables take on values 
of either one or two (although in principle they could be continuous variables provided their values are positive, and some of the 
variables could have higher mean values, e.g., ranging from 2 to 4). The possible range of values of their sum is between ten and twenty, 
but their product can range from one to 1024 (210). Hits generated by an MR process embody a “perfect storm” of desirable attributes 
co-occurring: in this toy example, when all ten variables take a value of two, a hit object would have a popularity of 1024. Conversely, 
MR implies that objects with only one or a few outstanding properties, such as an otherwise mediocre film with one outstanding scene 
or acting performance, are unlikely to be hits. If we further assume that each variable is either one or two with equal (0.5) probability, 
and they are independently distributed, then the median object would have 32 adopters, but hits with 1024 adopters would occur an 
average of once per 1024 objects. 

Although MR implies that popularity is, in principle, predictable from the properties of an object, MR can also generate the 
unpredictability of popularity assuming even small amounts of measurement error or omitted variables. Moreover, prediction errors 
are more consequential for hits than other objects. In the toy example above, suppose we know nine out of the ten variables for an 
object take a value of two, making this a hit object. Then depending on the result for the tenth variable, the object might either have a 
popularity of 512 or 1024. Thus, if we measure the tenth variable incorrectly, we will have a measurement error of 512. 

MR processes are thus capable of producing both skew and unpredictability. To generate skew, we need only assume that the appeal 
of a cultural object, in terms of the probability of a person adopting it, is a multiplicative function of many underlying qualities. To 
generate unpredictability, we need to further assume that there is some modest amount of measurement error or omitted variable bias, 
this error is then amplified by the multiplicative nature of the model. This is the basic intuition, in more technical sections below, and 
in appendices, I consider issues and objections to the model. 

4. The contexts of cumulative advantage and multiplicative returns 

Although we are unlikely to find either CA or MR in pure form, features of social environments and cultural objects may favor one 
process over the other. Key features of the social context include aspects of network topology and contexts affecting individuals’ “taste 
for popularity.” Key features of cultural objects are their cost structure, how their materiality affects their durability and diffusion, as 
well as their social durability and visibility. 

4.1. Visibility 

Several features of social environments govern how visible cultural objects are to potential adopters. Network topology can in-
fluence the diffusion of cultural objects, and thus influence whether a CA or MR process is applicable. When networks are segregated 
along social dimensions, such as race or class (DiPrete et al., 2011), the ability of popular cultural objects to diffuse across these di-
mensions may be limited (but see: Webster and Ksiazek 2012), thus restricting CA processes from taking hold entirely. Although simple 
diffusion occurs quite quickly, even across loosely connected networks (e.g., Watts 1999), complex diffusion requiring multiple ex-
posures occurs much more slowly (e.g., Centola and Macy 2007), if at all. Network density might thus affect whether CA-based 
diffusion can occur through network ties. With cultural objects, diffusion may also occur through media such as television, radio, 
bestseller lists, and so forth. This has the potential to bypass interpersonal networks as a pathway for diffusion, and also provides object 
adopters with more accurate information about how popular different cultural objects are (Anand & Peterson, 2000). Lieberson and 
Lynn, for instance, argue that the publication of baby names’ popularity on the internet could, in principle, have led to the adoption of 
rarer names, but they found no effect of this (2003:254). 

Limits to the diffusion of objects might also result from the material properties of objects, or the technologies that diffuse them. 
Headphones, for instance, limit the exposure of music from one adopter to another, while technologies allowing for the reproduction of 
music have encouraged widespread diffusion of particular recordings and has created a superstar market for musical performers (Frank 
& Cook, 1996). McDonnell shows that bumper stickers for an AIDS awareness campaign had a high tendency to fade, limiting the 
diffusion of their meaning (McDonnell, 2010). Norms can also structure how visible an object is to the potential adopter; for example, 
the display of certain clothing articles may be normatively prohibited, or “middle” names may be rarely spoken or written. 

Differential visibility likely works by helping people discover cultural objects that they would still adopt in the absence of 
popularity information rather than persuading them to adopt an object they otherwise wouldn’t. For instance, although repeated 
exposure can increase the affect for specific music (Witvliet & Vrana, 2007), re-analysis of the Music Lab data suggest that this effect 
does not create hits. Lynn and colleagues find that, conditional on exposure, increased popularity improves only the perceived quality 
of songs that are already of low to middling quality, and hence this effect boosts the popularity of middling objects, but does not 
produce hits (Lynn et al., 2016:138). Similarly, Krumme and colleagues have shown that popularity information conditions who listens 
to songs, but conditional on listening, downloading the song is independent of popularity, suggesting that people may use popularity as 
a proxy for quality, but disregard such information after first-hand experience with the object when choosing whether to adopt it or not 
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(Krumme et al., 2012). 

4.2. Taste for popularity 

Taste for popularity refers to individuals’ preferences for popular cultural objects; that is, some may want a unique or rare object, 
while others prefer more common objects (Lieberson & Lynn, 2003; Obukhova et al., 2014). Both wider social conditions and dif-
ferences in meanings between cultural objects can affect people’s taste for popularity (TFP). During the Cultural Revolution in China, 
for instance, parents opted for more popular names as a way of signaling conformity in a highly uncertain political environment 
(Obukhova et al., 2014). Rossman argues that when the legitimacy of an object or practice is questionable, the diffusion will occur 
endogenously through imitation as more adopters create a safety-in-numbers effect, implying a higher TFP; for clearly legitimate 
objects TFP will be minimal (Rossman, 2014). The adoption of cultural objects can also signify membership or identification with 
various social groups (e.g., Goldstein and Stecklov 2016), and will, therefore, likely favor a higher taste for popularity. Objects may 
also be chosen to express uniqueness, individuality, or distinctive tastes. Relevant to the analysis in this paper, given names in the US, 
particularly girl names, are increasingly chosen to express individuality (Lieberson & Lynn, 2003; Twenge et al., 2010). 

High TFP will generate a CA process as people adopt objects precisely because others have also adopted them. At the same time, 
objects that are used to express individualism will be less susceptible to CA, since people may adopt them precisely because others have 
not. TFP is distributed unevenly across potential adopters (Lieberson & Lynn, 2003), so we are unlikely to find a setting where its 
effects are uniform. In all cases, how the taste for popularity affects the popularity of cultural objects is conditional on the visibility of 
the object—if adopters do not know the popularity of an object, they cannot condition their adoptions on popularity. 

4.3. Cost structure 

Costs affect the adoption of cultural objects in two ways. First, if the monetary cost of the object is a positive function of its 
popularity or desirability, then neither a CA or MR process or a skewed popularity distribution is likely to occur. This is because higher 
prices for the most desirable and popular objects are likely to deter further adoption. For CA processes, for instance, the more popular a 
concert or other cultural event is, the higher the cost of buying a ticket, effectively limiting a potential CA process. For MR processes, if 
the properties that make cultural objects more desirable have high costs to produce, this will raise the price of the objects with the most 
desirable properties and thus limit MR processes (Rosen, 1981). This is why people tend to listen to their favorite music, but generally 
are unwilling or unable to purchase their ideal car or home. 

Second, high opportunity costs can arise from the social and material durability of the object, which can also influence how objects 
diffuse. Truly durable objects, such as names or tattoos, entail high opportunity costs because of the difficulty in un-adopting these 
objects. Because social influence tends to occur largely through automatic and implicit processes (Cialdini & Goldstein, 2004), high 
opportunity costs will tend to limit social influence by encouraging more deliberate and conscious thought. Moreover, in 
information-constrained environments, potential adopters will likely seek additional information when adopting durable cultural 
objects, such as when parents search for baby names in books or on websites rather than relying on social networks. This will tend to 
limit the effect of information cascades, and therefore CA processes. 

5. The puzzle of baby girl names 

Baby names have been treated as a “model case” (Krause, 2021) for the analysis of cultural objects, in part because they are free to 
adopt and are not promoted by business or other organized interests (Lieberson, 2000). Yet, baby girls’ names present a puzzle from the 
standpoint of CA. On the one hand, the popularity of baby girls’ names is massively unequal, as we would expect from a CA process. 
Data from the US Social Security Administration containing the popularity distribution of all US baby girl names with at least five 
occurrences from 1880 to 2009, show that the median name was given to 41 girls, while mean name popularity was 2617 girls. 
Roughly 95% of names in these data are below mean popularity. The popularity of new names is also unpredictable as we would expect 
from a CA process. There have been few explicit attempts to predict the popularity of new names, presumably since there is little 
economic incentive to do so, but it is common for parents to give their child a name that they believe is relatively unique, only to be 
disabused of this belief when their child attends school with many other children bearing the same name (Lieberson, 2000:xi). 

On the other hand, Lieberson and colleagues’ work (among others) has focused mostly on mechanisms that enable parents to 
choose, invent, and interpret less popular names. For example, experimental subjects have little difficulty in determining the intended 
gender of obscure names (Lieberson & Mikelson, 1995). Names are increasingly intended to express individuality, limiting parents’ 
taste for popularity when it comes to naming their children (Lieberson & Lynn, 2003; Twenge et al., 2010). This is especially true of 
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girls’ names, as boys are much more likely to be named after a parent or grandparent (Lieberson & Bell, 1992:516–21; Rossi, 1965). 
Moreover, the diffusion of information on new names was historically quite limited, which would have limited avenues for 
popularity-based diffusion. For instance, unlike popular new songs that are heavily promoted through radio, new parents are unlikely 
to have more than a limited exposure to the current distribution of baby names. Parents may hesitate to give children the same names 
as other children in their close social networks, further limiting diffusion. Even as name popularity becomes more transparent through 
increasing use of the internet, the name distribution is becoming less right skewed over time (Twenge et al., 2010), suggesting that 
imitation and high TFP is likely not driving the skewed distribution of names (Lieberson & Lynn, 2003).4 

Lieberson’s extensive work on given names thus points away from a CA model of name popularity, however, he never offered an 
explanation as to why baby girls’ names had such a skewed distribution of popularity, except to assert that some parents preferred 
more popular names. Nevertheless, Lieberson and colleagues’ theories of taste suggest a good fit with the MR model. First, Lieberson 
and colleagues, among others, make clear that several properties of names affect whether they are adopted and to whom they are 
given. The suffix, prefix, etymology, imagery, association with famous name bearers, among other things all affect perceptions of 
whether a name is suitable for a child. The evaluation of these properties can be represented as a multiplicative function since parents 
are looking for a single name which will satisfy many preferences simultaneously. Names also satisfy other assumptions of the MR 
model. Names have zero cost and are highly durable: most children keep the same name for their entire life. 

6. Testing MR against CA 

In this section, I formalize the MR model and argue that, although both MR and CA generate high inequality among cultural objects, 
which may be indistinguishable in a substantive sense, the popularity distributions generated by MR and CA are statistically distin-
guishable. Unlike regression modeling, I am not seeking to parameterize the MR model, or show which specific properties of cultural 
objects lead to great popularity. Rather I follow a “generative” logic (Epstein & Axtell, 1996), testing whether MR is capable of 
generating data consistent with the popularity distribution of girls’ names, and of a better fit than the CA model. 

Specifically, I show that, unlike canonical CA models which generate a power-law popularity distribution (e.g., Barabasi and Albert 
1999, Gabaix 1999b, Simon 1955),5 MR generates log-normal popularity distributions. The differences between the kind of highly 
unequal log-normal distributions generated by MR and power-law distributions are not of substantive interest since both are highly 
unequal distributions of popularity, and are easily mistaken for one-another without sophisticated statistical tests (Clauset et al., 
2009), but rather allow me to statistically test whether popularity distributions more closely resemble those generated by MR or those 
generated by CA. Others have taken similar generative approaches. Coleman and James, for instance, created a model for the size of 
“freely forming” social groups that matches a Poisson distribution of group sizes found in many datasets (Coleman & James, 1961). 
Rossman uses the shape of diffusion curves to differentiate between the diffusion processes generating these curves (Rossman, 2012). 
Much of the original CA literature is also built on this logic, showing how CA models reproduce power-laws found in empirical 
phenomena such as the size distributions of cities, connections in networks, or forest fires (Barabasi & Albert, 1999; Drossel & 
Schawbl, 1992; Gabaix, 1999b; Simon, 1955). 

I test the MR model following a similar logic, showing that the popularity of baby girls’ names in the US follows a log-normal 
distribution much more closely than a power-law distribution. This test does not prove MR, but rather shows MR can generate 
skewed popularity distributions which bear more resemblance to the empirical distribution of baby girl names’ popularity than do 
distributions generated by canonical CA models. Moreover, this test does not entirely rule out CA, since other specifications of MR may 
not generate similar popularity distributions (sensitivity) and other potential CA models may be able to generate similar popularity 
distributions (non-uniqueness). Sensitivity and non-uniqueness are problems with all generative models, and are never fully solvable, 
nevertheless I present several additional analyses in Appendices 2–5 to alleviate these concerns. 

6.1. Modeling multiplicative returns 

To formalize the MR model, assume cultural objects have X1, X2, …XJ positively valued properties of interest to adopters of 
cultural objects (these properties could be things such as how danceable a song is or whether a name ends in a gender-congruent 
suffix), so that each object i has a vector of length J with entries describing the values of its J properties. Now, the “quality” q of 
object i will be 

4 Despite the sociological evidence cited above, models based on some sort of CA process have been proposed for baby names. Biologists have 
developed a “random copying” model of baby names, wherein individuals randomly copy names from one another (Hahn & Bentley, 2003). The 
authors show that this model, which is mathematically similar to the CA model used here, leads to a power-law popularity distribution of baby 
names. The authors then validate this model by an analysis showing that the popularity of US baby names is power-law distributed. According to the 
models presented here, the power law would suggest that the popularity distribution of baby names reflects a CA process. However, the authors use 
visual techniques based on regression fits of a line to binned data, which has been shown to be poor methodology for distinguishing power-laws from 
other heavy tailed distributions (Clauset et al., 2009; Newman, 2005; Virkar & Clauset, 2012).  

5 As I show in Appendix 1, the Music Lab experiment social influence conditions also generate power-law distributions of popularity (Salganik & 
Watts, 2006). 
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Fig. 1. Log-log plot of power-law vs log-normal fit to girls name popularity distribution.  

Table A.1.1 
Power-law test statistics and parameters for music lab data.  

Experiment World Condition P Reject Null of no Power-law α X-Minimum 

1 9 Independent 0.013 3.5 82 
2 9 Independent 0.001 3.5 86 
3 3 Independent 0.000 3.5 190 
2 1 Influence 0.526 2.44 23 
2 2 Influence 0.489 2.35 22 
2 3 Influence 0.158 2.35 21 
2 4 Influence 0.318 2.13 19 
2 5 Influence 0.777 2.36 22 
2 6 Influence 0.934 2.38 20 
2 7 Influence 0.219 2.46 26 
2 8 Influence 0.373 2.31 19 
3 1 Influence 0.759 2.74 68 
3 1 Influence 0.526 2.57 56  

Fig. A.1.1. Log-log plot of power law fit to social influence data. Note: The figure above shows the fit of the power-law distribution for the counts of 
listens to songs in Salganik’s Music Lab experiment. The distribution shown here is for experiment 2, world 6. Other distributions in the social 
influence condition look similar. This distribution was chosen because its scaling parameter, α=2.38, was closest to the mean value across the ten 
social influence conditions. 
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qi =
∏J

j=1
Xα

ji  

where, α is any positive valued exponent. Note that the presence of α in the equation implies that very few constraints are imposed on 
the shape of the function mapping properties to quality. For α = 2 for instance, the function will have an increasing rate of change, 
while for α = 1/2 the rate of change will be decreasing. Note also that the values of the properties are not constrained to be identically 
distributed, so that some properties can be more highly weighted than others. 

Assuming that M agents select among N objects with probability proportional to quality, and letting k denote popularity, the 
expected popularity of object n is: 

E(kn) = M

(

qn

/
∑N

i=1
qi

)

Fig. A.2.1. xxx.  

Fig. A.4.1. Age-popularity correlation in baby girls’ names.  
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6.2. An empirical signature of multiplicative returns 

The MR model leads to a log-normal popularity distribution. To see this, first take the total quality of objects 
∑N

i=1qi to be a constant 
Q. Then, the expected popularity of an arbitrarily chosen object n is given by its quality qn multiplied by M/Q. Now, expanding the 

quality qn term into its component parts, we have that the expected popularity is (M/Q) (
∏J

j=1
Xα

jn). Taking the log of the expected 

popularity, we have: 

log(qn) = log(M/Q) +
∑J

j=1
αlog

(
Xjn
)

Fig. A.4.2. Log-log plot of power law vs lognormal fit to girls name popularity distribution for white and black names in New York 
State 2004–2012. 

Fig. A.4.3. Typical log-log plot from correlated properties simulation. Note: From a simulated distribution using normal(10,1) distributed prop-
erties, seven properties, and with properties correlated at 0.5. 
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Now note that the logged popularity of any arbitrary object, n, is a sum of independent random factors6 and, is therefore normally 
distributed by the central limit theorem. Since the logged popularity distribution is normal, the distribution itself is log-normal (see 
Gibrat 1931 for a similar proof). 

6.3. Multiplicative returns and unpredictability 

MR processes are not inherently unpredictable. In principle, if all relevant aspects of cultural objects are known and measured with 
high accuracy, and the relationships between these properties of objects are correctly specified in a regression model or the mind of an 
expert, then popularity would be predicted with reasonable accuracy. However, as I have argued above, these conditions are unlikely 
to be met in practical applications and, as I show, the model implies that errors in measurement or omitted variables are increasing 
functions of the popularity of objects—that is, “hits” are the hardest to accurately predict. In Appendix 2 I prove this for the simple case 
of a single property measured with error, and present simulations for more complex situations. 

6.4. Testing for distributions 

Here I compare whether the popularity distribution of girls’ names more closely resembles the distributions generated by canonical 
CA models (power-law distributions) or by MR (log-normal distributions). I use methodology that differentiates log-normal distri-
butions from power-law distributions (Clauset et al., 2009). Because power laws do not generally fit over the entire range of a 
particular empirical distribution, fitting a power law requires estimating the range of the distribution for which the power law holds. I 
follow Clauset and colleagues in selecting the cut-off based on the range that yields the best statistical fit (2009:669–75). I then 
compare the power-law fit to that of the best-fit log-normal distribution using a likelihood ratio test (Clauset et al., 2009). Taken 
together, the results then suggest whether a power-law is a plausible fit to the data, and whether the log-normal is a better fit than the 

Fig. A.5.1. Total chosen objects declines rapidly as a function of the shared/idiosyncratic preferences ratio. Note: Each dot represents a simulation. 
Colors refer to the total number of objects introduced into the simulation. N= 12,340 simulations. 

6 Independence among the qualities of objects is itself an assumption. When some qualities of objects are highly correlated, they can be treated as 
a single quality for the purpose of this proof. The question then becomes whether there are enough independent qualities of objects, rather than 
whether all qualities are independent. 
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power-law. This in turn shows whether the empirical distribution is more consistent with MR or CA. 
To examine the popularity distribution of girls’ names, I first aggregate the total girls born with each name from 1880 to 2009.7 This 

yields 57,729 names given to 153,176,702 baby girls. In each year, the Social Security Administration recorded only the popularity of 
names given to at least five baby girls; therefore, names given to fewer than five girls are excluded. However, the data covers roughly 
93% of the births recorded by the Social Security Administration. Because the analysis focuses on the right tail of the distribution rather 
than its entirety, this missing data is unlikely to bias the results, although it does preclude an analysis of the entire distribution. 

Following the methodology above (Clauset et al., 2009), I first found the best-fit power law for the data via maximum likelihood (α 
= 1.5, x-minimum = 3866). I then conducted a KS test, rejecting the null hypothesis of a power-law distribution (p<0.001). As can be 
seen visually in Fig. 1 below, the power-law is unambiguously not a good fit for these data. A likelihood ratio test confirms the 
impression that the log-normal is a better fit (p<0.001). This suggests that the MR model is a better explanation for these data, or more 
precisely that the MR model is more capable than the CA model of generating a similar distribution. 

6.5. Robustness of the MR model 

Although the popularity distribution of baby girls’ names better fits an MR than a CA model, caution is warranted when interpreting 
the support of the MR model. Here I discuss many possible issues with the MR model and discuss my efforts to address these issues 
(details of which are in Appendices 3–5). A first issue is that the MR model is static, when we know that the popularity of cultural 
objects can be highly dynamic. In Appendix 3 I discuss incorporating time into the model. In short, although the MR does not 
incorporate time on a fundamental level, it can be rather easily modified to incorporate time-dependent shocks to the appeal of objects, 
where small shocks can sometimes lead to rather large swings in popularity, but even very large shocks can sometimes do very little for 
popularity. 

Fig. A.5.2. Popularity skewness and the shared/idiosyncratic preferences ratio. Note: only distributions with n>200 objects shown (N=4691).  

7 I excluded 1960 because of irregularities in the SSA data for that year. 
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I treat a second set of issues under the umbrella of “non-uniqueness:” other models might also generate the empirical signatures of 
MR, and therefore the MR model may not uniquely fit the data. For example, if CA processes operated within, but not across, sub-
groups, and sub-group specific popularity distributions aggregated to approximate a log-normal distribution. To address this possi-
bility, I include additional empirical analyses of names by region, race, and education. See Appendix 4. 

A third issue concerns “sensitivity:” that differences in assumptions might change the predictions of the MR model, and therefore 
render the tests of the models unreliable. In Appendix 4 I relax the assumptions that the appeal of the properties of objects is inde-
pendently distributed, as well as the assumption that properties are interpreted similarly by all agents. Finally, in Appendix 5 I present 
an entirely different model, similar to Rosen’s original (1981) “convex returns” model, which also generates skewed distributions from 
a model of taste. In the simulations I conducted, this model also generated distributions which are better described as log-normal than 
power-law. 

7. Discussion and conclusion 

To explain hit cultural objects social scientists have generally invoked a cumulative advantage (CA) process wherein popularity 
begets popularity in a virtuous cycle. In this paper, I suggested a multiplicative returns (MR) model, wherein individuals judge cultural 
objects through how the (multiplicative) interaction of their many properties form an overall “gestalt” of an object. Despite having 
similar consequences, these processes imply very different theories of cultural consumption. In a pure CA process, the intrinsic 
properties of cultural objects are decoupled from their popularity, and hits are largely generated through random chance. In a pure MR 
process, the properties of objects concatenate in ways which make some objects more attractive than others for large numbers of 
people, and hits are the result of “perfect storms” of properties coexisting in a single object. 

I found that the MR model can generate popularity distributions similar to the popularity distributions of girls’ names in the United 
States. The MR model is also more consistent with sociological analyses of naming decisions, which stress that taste exists indepen-
dently of contemporaneous social influence (Lieberson, 2000; Lieberson & Mikelson, 1995), and that naming increasingly reflects 
individualism (Lieberson & Lynn, 2003; Twenge et al., 2010). The popularity dynamics of girls’ names in the United States are not 
generalizable in any simple sense to other cultural objects, but rather represent a puzzle from the standpoint of CA models. The MR’s 
model applicability to baby girls’ names therefore suggests that MR is one piece of the puzzle of cultural “hits” generally. 

Ultimately support for MR, like support for CA, will have to come from multiple methods. Regression studies of MR might focus 
especially on the interactions, as opposed to purely additive effects, of predictors of the popularity of cultural objects. For instance, a 
study like Askin and Mauskapf’s (2017) might look at how interactions between the properties of songs influence their popularity. 

Fig. A.5.3. Power-law goodness of fit histogram. Note: The histogram above shows the goodness of fit statistic for simulations in which at least 50 
objects were chosen N=8179. Of these simulations, by Clauset and colleagues’ criteria, only 95 (around 1%) generated plausible power-laws (those 
to the right of the rightmost red line), and 3011 (around 37%) of these simulations generated distributions where the power-law can be rejected (left 
of the leftmost red line). 
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Qualitative studies might look to how cultural consumers construct their experience of the “gestalt” of cultural objects from their 
multiple properties. Although future research may uncover more support for MR as such, the considerable existing evidence for CA 
suggests that MR will be most usefully theorized in its interplay with CA. 

Here I sketch three ways to conceptualize and analyze the interplay between CA and MR. First, we can think of these processes as 
alternatives, as I have mostly done in this paper. Because CA and MR can produce very similar outcomes, it’s likely that to a first 
approximation, some very unequal cultural markets arise from CA and some from MR. Under this conceptualization the inequality we 
observe in cultural markets arises from equifinality—high inequality is more likely because there are two distinct processes that lead to 
it. Yet, we are unlikely to find CA or MR operating in a pure form outside of careful studies. Experiments can limit the role of the quality 
of cultural objects (Salganik et al., 2006), and CA may not play much of a role for some objects such as baby girls’ names. Nevertheless, 
it is unlikely that either CA or MR will be found in pure form. Rather, in future theorizing, we should look to how these processes 
intersect. 

A second way these processes may relate is through CA accelerating MR. Here, we could imagine typical CA mechanisms, such as 
information cascades, occurring to increase the visibility and diffusion of the kind of “perfect storm” objects favored by MR processes. 
Particularly when CA is not strong enough to lock-in inferior objects (van de Rijt, 2019), we might expect objects that would be “hits” 
in an MR process to become even more popular as these objects also reap returns from CA mechanisms. In the Music Lab experiment, 
for example, increasing social influence actually increases the popularity of the objects with the most intrinsic appeal (Salganik et al., 
2006:855, Fig. 3). 

A third way CA and MR may be related is through co-constitution. That is MR and CA may work so that each enables the other. In the 
case of films for example, the most successful actors are able to work with more successful peers (Faulkner & Anderson, 1987), whose 
performances spill over to increase the quality of their own performance (Rossman et al., 2010), suggesting that more successful actors 
are more able to be a part of the “perfect storm” hit films. Thus, MR at the film level encourages CA for actors, but CA for actors also 
enables MR. The film industry recognizes this, and rather than hedging bets by spreading star actors evenly across many films, as one 
might expect from a model where star performer contributions were additive rather than multiplicative, and film successes were 
largely random as in a CA model, the film industry encourages the concentration of talent within a few potential blockbuster films 

Fig. A.5.4. Histogram of likelihood ratios (Log-normal/Power-law) Note: The histogram above shows logged log-likelihood ratios (log-normal/ 
power-law) for simulations in which at least 50 objects were chosen N= 8179. Of these simulations, by Clauset and colleagues’ criteria, only those 
shown in red (N=208, or around 2.5%) favored the power-law over log-normal (the other 97.5% favored the log-normal). Note that these are not 
technically likelihood ratios but similar metrics (see Clauset et al. 2009). 
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(Elberse, 2013). 
Neither CA nor MR resolve big questions about how cultural change happens, such as whether cultural change is exogenously 

forced, or arises from endogenous dynamics (Kaufman, 2004). Most models of CA lead to a lock-in where the biggest performers 
remain dominant indefinitely, which works in some applications such as cities, where the largest cities tend to be fairly stable over time 
(Zipf, 1949), but fails to capture the dynamism of cultural markets. MR, or similar models such as Rosen’s convex returns model 
(1981), can be modified to incorporate change over time (see Appendix 3), but are essentially static. Future research should develop 
models of how hits arise from endogenous processes, such as changing tastes for certain properties of objects (Lieberson, 2000) 
suddenly catapulting some objects into superstardom, as in an MR process. Or how hits might alter the course of endogenous processes, 
such as when contingent twists of fate make some objects into hits in a CA process, which then might make objects with similar 
properties more (or less) valued. 

MR provides an alternative explanation for the emergence of hits and speaks to broader debates in the sociology of culture as to how 
tightly the personal aspects of culture (e.g., beliefs, values, and tastes) corresponds to the public aspects of culture (e.g., discourses, 
cultural objects, etc.) (Lizardo, 2016). Formal models of cultural diffusion featuring some type of contagion dynamic, where norms, 
interpretations, or preferences spread through contact, as in many CA processes, suggest either that public culture creates personal 
culture (e.g., Childress and Friedkin 2012, DellaPosta et al. 2015), or that public and personal culture are very loosely coupled, as when 
privately unpopular norms are publicly enforced (e.g., Willer et al. 2009). MR models give us an example of how, despite the extreme 
inequalities in public reception of cultural objects, public and personal culture might still be tightly coupled. 

The MR model may apply beyond the culture literature, although analogies will have to be carefully chosen. In the social move-
ments literature, for instance, scholars have long puzzled over the fact that movements and protests are characterized by the presence 
of many small and largely inconsequential, organizations, events, and campaigns alongside a handful of massive outliers that appear to 
be of the most importance (Biggs, 2018). Political and historical sociologists, as well as political scientists, have puzzled over the 
“punctuated equilibria” in political and historical processes (e.g., Baumgartner and Jones 2009). Scholars have largely turned to 
CA-based explanations for this phenomenon (e.g., Biggs 2005, Pierson 2000, Seguin 2016). The political mediation model argues, 
however, that “many simultaneous circumstances” must align to produce widespread contention or major political outcomes (Amenta 
et al., 2010:299). An MR model of historical events might argue rather that large events are often the product of “perfect storms” of 
multiple factors or processes co-occurring, and large events might thus still be contingent on specific historical details, but because 
these details are a key ingredient to the event or process, rather than because they set a CA process into motion. 
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Appendices 

Appendix 1 Power-law distributions in music lab experiment 

In this section, I test the distributional implications of the CA models on experimental data. To do so I take advantage of unique 
datasets made available from the Music Lab project. The Music Lab experiments consist of four related experiments, of which I 
analyzed data from the first three. Subjects (n=12,207) who visited the Music Lab website were randomly assigned to a condition 
(social influence/independence). Within the social influence conditions, participants were assigned to one of multiple ‘worlds’ that 
were independent runs of the same experiment. The songs that the participants could listen to or download were selected from another 
website and were selected to be songs that would be unknown to the participants. In the independent condition for experiment 1, 
subjects were presented with a screen where songs were presented in a randomly ordered 3 × 16 grid. In experiments 2 and 3, in-
dependent songs were presented in a single column, also randomly ordered for each participant. Participants then clicked on songs to 
play them, with the option to download the songs later. In the social influence conditions for experiments 2 and 3, instead of being 
randomly ordered, songs were ordered in the column from top to bottom based on the song’s prior popularity with experimental 
subjects in the same world8). For more information on the experiment’s design, see (Salganik & Watts, 2008, 2009). 

These experiments generated three distributions of song plays in the independent conditions, as well as 10 distributions of song 
plays in the social influence conditions. Salganik and colleagues showed that under the social influence conditions, the popularity 
distribution of songs is more skewed than those of the independent distributions. Further, they found that the popularity in the in-
dependent conditions only weakly predicts popularity in social influence conditions. Indeed, “the best songs rarely did poorly and the 
worst songs rarely did well, but any other result was possible” (Salganik et al., 2006:854). Song listens, as opposed to downloads, were 
most subject to CA with the social influence conditions (Krumme et al., 2012), and I therefore analyze song listens as a “purer” 
representation of a CA process. 

8 I did not use the “weak” social influence condition from experiment 1 here. 
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To test the empirical predictions of the CA and MR models, I analyzed the popularity distributions of song listens in both the in-
dependent and strong social influence conditions. In the three independent conditions, I first obtained the best power-law fit via 
maximum likelihood and then conducted a KS test of the plausibility of that fit to the data using the power-law module in Python 3.59 

(Alstott et al., 2014; Clauset et al., 2009). These tests indicate that the power-law distribution is, as expected, a poor fit to the data. For 
the independent conditions in experiments 1, 2, and 3, the hypothesis of a power-law popularity distribution is rejected (p=0.013, 
p=0.001, and p<0.001, respectively). These distributions are not in fact particularly skewed, which is unsurprising since songs had 
been deliberately chosen to exclude highly successful bands.10 In all 10 of the social-influence worlds, I was unable to reject the 
power-law distribution via KS tests; the smallest p-value for these tests is 0.158 and the mean of the 10 p-values is 0.508. Comparing the 
power-law fit to the log-normal distribution with a likelihood ratio test, I was unable to reject the power law in favor of the log-normal 
in all 10 cases (see Table A.1.1 below). 

To summarize: An analyst presented with these 13 distributions, following the analysis strategy developed above, would correctly 
identify a CA process in all 10 social influence conditions of the experiment. The analyst would also correctly identify the absence of a 
CA process in the three independent conditions. Some caution is warranted in interpreting these results since the distributions analyzed 
each contain only 48 observations, suggesting a lack of statistical power to reject distributions. Despite the relatively low sample size, 
however, the tests are able to soundly reject power-laws in the independent conditions. Testing multiple distributions, all with similar 
results, also serves to increase confidence that low power is not driving the results. These analyses demonstrate that, at least under the 
conditions of the Music Lab experiment, CA for cultural objects will tend to generate a power-law distribution of popularity. 

Appendix 2 Prediction errors in the multiplicative returns model 

Single property proof 
Consider the MR model in the manuscript where one property of each object XJ is measured with error εi. Then the expected 

popularity of any given object i is: 

(M/Q)
∏J

j=1
Xα

ji  

but the estimated popularity will be: 

(XJi + εi)
α
(M/Q)

∏J− 1

j=1
Xα

ji  

Without loss of generality, we can take the simplest case (α=1), and have that the measured popularity is: 

εi(M/Q)
∏J

j=1
Xj  

Then, the measurement error is the difference between the expected popularity and estimated popularity: 

εi(M/Q)
∏J

j=1
Xj − (M/Q)

∏J

j=1
Xj = (εi − 1)(M/Q)

∏J

j=1
Xj 

That is, the measurement error is a linear function of the popularity of the object. Thus, in this illustrative case, the more popular 
the object, the more difficult it is to predict its popularity. Since popularity is log-normally distributed, it follows that prediction errors 
are multiplied by a log-normally distributed term, and thus measurement errors may be highly skewed as well. Notice also that a very 
similar argument applies to omitted variables in a situation without measurement error, but where one variable is omitted, errors in 
prediction will be the omitted variable multiplied by a log-normally distributed variable. 

Simulation of multiple properties 
The math for estimating the relationship between popularity and measurement error rapidly becomes more difficult when multiple 

properties are measured with error. Here I analyze prediction errors on simulated datasets with measurement error in multiple 
properties. 

I simulate datasets with 1000 objects each. For each dataset all objects have the same number of properties, which vary from 2 to 20 
(counting by 1) across datasets (creating 19 total datasets), with measurement error for each property. I use three different functions 
for the error, applying each function to 19 datasets, for a total of 57 simulated datasets. I then repeat this process 100 times, generating 
5700 total datasets. For each of these 5700 datasets I then estimate a regression of prediction error on object popularity, the resulting 
coefficients indicate whether there is a positive or negative relationship between popularity and prediction error within each dataset. 

Each property for all datasets is drawn from a uniform(1,2) random variable. The three error functions consist of adding a uniform 

9 KS tests were conducted in MATLAB, since power law does not contain an implementation of the method.  
10 From page 18 of Salganik’s Music Lab documentation: “[we] screened out any band that had played in more than 10 states, or had played more 

than 15 concerts in the past 30 days, or had appeared on the Warped Tour, or had 30,000 or more hits on their pure volume page.” 
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(− 0.1, 0.1), uniform(− 0.2,.2), and uniform(− 0.3,.3) random variable to each property (each property has a different realization of the 
random variable applied to it, so I am not simulating the same error across all properties). I chose to use uniform variables because their 
tails are bounded, helping to avoid having negative values for popularity. The parameters for this simulation are highly arbitrary, as 
the set of possible values that could be simulated is unbounded and uncountable. 

The resulting distribution of regression coefficients from these simulations are shown below, in Fig. A.1.1. In all of the reported 
simulations the regression coefficients are positive, showing that there is a positive relationship between popularity and measurement 
error within all of the simulated datasets. Fig. A.2.1 

Appendix 3 Incorporating time into the MR model 

As presented in the paper, the MR model is static: there are no temporal dynamics whatsoever in the model. Name popularity, 
however, is clearly dynamic, meaning that the model cannot reproduce some facts about the phenomena it claims to explain. 
Mathematical models are necessarily simplifications that will not reproduce every aspect of what they are modeling, but the temporal 
dynamics are a key feature of name popularity, and so it would be concerning if these dynamics were truly inconsistent with the MR 
model. 

To introduce time into the MR model, consider an MR model with time periods t = (1, 2, …T), with equal numbers of adopters at 
each time period, where the expected popularity of an object i, at time t is: 

(M/Q)

(
∏J− 1

j=1
Xα

ji

)

XJit  

Which is identical to the original MR model, but with the exception that the final property, XJ, of each object is time-varying. Then, the 
approximate11 increase (or decrease) in popularity for an object i from t1to t2 is: 

(M/Q)

(
∏J− 1

j=1
Xα

ji

)

XJi2 − (M/Q)

(
∏J− 1

j=1
Xα

ji

)

XJi1  

Which reduces to: 

(M/Q)

(
∏J− 1

j=1
Xα

ji

)

(XJ2 − XJ1)

Where the first term in parentheses will be log-normally distributed, and the second term is the difference between the time varying 
quality in the two period, and the entire quantity can be understood as the shock to an object i’s popularity between t1 and t2. Now, 
assuming XJit to vary normally over time, the size of the shocks themselves will be a log-normally distributed variable multiplied by a 
normally distributed variable, and hence also a log-normal variable. 

Notice that the size of the shock is a function of the time-invariant properties, and so generally less popular names will receive 
shocks of smaller magnitude (both positive and negative), than will more popular objects. These results can help explain why 
sometimes even large shocks to the properties of a name have little effect on its popularity—if a name is too unattractive in its other 
features, it may generate far little increase in popularity—certainly much less than predicted by a linear model. Barack, a “funny” name 
as President Obama describes it, is a case in point as only 154 Baracks appear in the social security data from 1880 to 2016. The name 
first appears in the data in 2007, peaks at 69 births in 2009, and has disappeared from the data by 2011. Despite how powerful a 
cultural moment the election of the first Black president was, even at its peak the name was only the 2009th most popular boys’ name. 
The model also draws attention to how, even when names appear to explode out of nowhere, such as Tiffany, following the debut of 
Breakfast at Tiffany’s, they often share properties with more popular names. In Tiffany’s case, the name was part of a rise in the use of 
the “long-e” suffix for girls’ names (Seguin et al., 2020:13). 

Appendix 4 Robustness checks: Non-uniqueness and sensitivity 

Here I present some robustness checks organized around the problems of non-uniqueness and sensitivity. Non-uniqueness implies 
that the popularity distribution of names might be consistent with other plausible models. Sensitivity implies that other reasonable 
specifications of the CR model might generate predictions that are not consistent with the popularity distribution of names. 

Non-uniqueness and Additional Tests of CA 
Non-uniqueness implies that other plausible models, other than MR, might generate similar predictions for the distribution of 

names. Since I cannot test all plausible alternative models, I will focus here on two key alternatives. First, as the main theoretical 
competitor to MR, I consider alternative specifications of CA and whether they might generate the observed popularity distribution of 

11 This is an approximation because, on balance the total number of objects chosen is constrained to equal the total number of total possible agents. 
So, if positive and negative shocks balance out in terms of their effects on popularity, then this exact, but if shocks are on balance positive (negative) 
then this will tend to overestimate (underestimate) the effect of shocks on popularity. 
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names, but also whether there is possible support for them in the temporal dynamics of name popularity. I also include additional tests 
of the original CA model since further evidence against the CA model helps to exclude the possibility that, despite the evidence in the 
manuscript, this model is still a possible source of non-uniqueness. 

Many classic CA models, and those making CA’s strong claim of path dependence, have the temporal signature of lock-in. That is, 
after an initial period of growth, the quantity of interest stabilizes, or “locks in” (Arthur, 1989; David, 1985). Polya urn processes 
feature a CA dynamic, and while the distribution is indeterminate a priori, the distribution eventually stabilizes and becomes highly 
predictable (Arthur et al., 1987). The popularity of names does not appear to follow any such “lock in” process. Rather, the rise and fall 
of names in popularity are symmetric—that is, rather than locking into a stable popularity, the popularity of names often falls as fast as 
it rises (Berger & Le Mens, 2009). 

Another prediction of the CA model is that present popularity is positively correlated with age (Adamic & Huberman, 2000).12 Here 
we can test this prediction with regard to names: there should be a positive correlation between the age of a name and its present 
popularity. How high this correlation should be is unclear; here I look to a well-supported empirical case of CA as a benchmark: city 
size. City size is one of the earliest and best-supported examples of a preferential attachment type CA model (e.g., Bleakley and Lin 
2012, Gabaix 1999a, Zipf 1949). The correlation of size in (logged) population in the year 2000 with the age of the city in years is 0.571 
in the US (Giesen & Suedekum, 2014:204). Thus, under CA we might expect similar popularity-age correlations in girl names. To 
explore this possibility, for each year from 1930 to 2009, I computed the correlation coefficient between the logged number of girls 
born that year with each name and how many years the name had been in the Social Security data up to that year. I started with 1930 
since this affords at least 50 years of variation in name age. I treated left-censored names (names that existed in 1880) as if they were 
first introduced in 1880 (dropping these names from the analysis does not change any results materially13). Fig. A.4.1 displays the 
results. The correlation between current name popularity declines from a high of 0.623 in 1930 to 0.02 in 2009. Thus, the prediction of 
a strong positive age-popularity correlation the CA model might have been born out in earlier periods, in later periods the popularity of 
names is increasingly independent of their age. This pattern is also consistent with Lieberson’s observation that names have 
increasingly moved away from custom and have, instead, become a matter of fashion (2000:31–68). 

Fig. A.4.1. raises the possibility that a CA process might explain the earlier periods in these data when older names were more 
popular. If a CA process explains name popularity in earlier periods, then a modified CA model could explain name popularity in later 
periods where the popularity of names might increase initially through a CA diffusion process, but may then fall because the name 
becomes too generic or popular. If this were happening, then we would expect a power-law in the past when fads and fashion were 
more muted. To test this possibility, I split the data between pre-1950 and post-1950 popularity and tested the popularity for whether 
the power law is a plausible fit. I also tested the log-normal against the power law. The power law is not a plausible fit for either 
distribution and the log-normal fit is better in both cases (p<0.05). 

Power-laws Within Groups?—Regional Variation 
It is also possible that there might be a CA process within certain ethnic/religious/class/regional groups that is obscured when the 

name data is pooled, and which would tend to lower the right skew of the popularity distribution (Lieberson & Lynn, 2003:246). Thus, 
when data is properly disaggregated, we might expect to see power-law distributions of popularity within groups. One way to analyze 
different cultural groups is to look at regional variations among the US states—where the SSA data is available. Separating the baby girl 
name data by state, I computed pairwise correlations in total baby girl name popularity from 1890 to 2009 among the 48 continental 
US states. I kept only the 2000 most popular names nationally, since below that popularity there are many missing values for names in 
the less populated states, and because the substantive interest here is in the tails of the popularity distribution. Correlations between 
states are generally high with the mean pairwise correlation being 0.87. Of the 2256 pairwise correlations, the lowest is between 
Mississippi and Nevada at 0.42. The vast majority (95%) of the correlations are above 0.7. Correlations even between culturally 
dissimilar states are often rather high, such as a 0.78 correlation between Alabama and Massachusetts. Thus, state level geographic 
differences in girl name popularity are not large. 

Nevertheless, it remains possible that averaging over regional naming, subcultures are obscuring what would otherwise be a power- 

12 If popular objects get more and more popular over time, then less-popular objects should get less and less popular over time, and hence there 
may not be a positive correlation of popularity with time, unless unpopular objects “go extinct” and therefore are no longer included in the analysis. 
Empirically many names do go extinct, for example of the names that are in the data in all three of the years 1880, 1890, and 1900 about 15% (132/ 
867) do not appear in any of the years from 2000-2009. These were fairly popular names in that they lasted at least three decades. About 22% of the 
names that were in the data at any level of popularity in 1880 are “extinct” from 2000-2009. Moreover their popularity in 1880 strongly predicts 
whether they will become extinct. Of names that existed in 1880, those that did not go extinct were given to a mean of 115 girls in 1880, while 
extinct names were given to a mean of 13 girls in 1880. Many of these names seem extinct both in the empirical sense of no longer being in the data, 
but also in the substantive sense of having been forgotten to such an extent that they’re removed from the set of names people might choose from, 
such as: Gertie, Venie, Zilpha, Leota, Gussie, Anner, Ellar, Osa, Cordie, Lular, Euphemia, Hessie, Lemma, Mettie, Ardelia, Permelia, Neppie, Ottie, 
Onie, Cinda, or Albertine.  
13 When left-censored names are dropped from the analysis, the correlation of age with popularity becomes lower generally and becomes slightly 

negative in later years, although the correlation never drops below − .05. The trend over time, however, is nearly identical to when these names are 
kept in the analysis. This suggests that a number of classic names may be rather perennially popular and drive up the popularity/age association. 
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law distribution of name popularity. To assess this possibility, I first grouped states into regional clusters based on shared naming 
practices. I began with the following seed states: Alabama, California, Iowa, Massachusetts, Oregon, and Texas. For each seed state, I 
placed every state whose name popularity correlated with the seed state with at least 0.95 into a regional cluster. This resulted in 
clusters for the Southeast, Midwest, Northeast, and Northwest.14 No states were sufficiently correlated with California or Texas, so 
these states became their own clusters. States within clusters are, aside from a few exceptions, contiguous and exclusive to one cluster. 
While there are more sophisticated approaches to clustering this type of data, this method is transparent and delivers intuitive results. 
Furthermore, these clusters are similar to those obtained by more complex methods (for comparison see: Barucca et al. 2015). For each 
cluster’s name popularity distribution, I tested the fit of the power law against the log-normal distribution, finding that for all clusters 
the log-normal is a better fit than the power-law (p<0.0001 in all cases). Thus, it is unlikely that aggregating over differing regional 
cultural dynamics is obscuring a CA process. 

Racial and Educational Variation 
Here I analyzed data from the New York State Public Health Department on children’s first names, which includes 12,313 unique 

names given to 1,862,893 children. The data also includes the education and race of each child’s mother (Asian, African American, 
white, and “other”). Looking at the popularity of names by the race of the child’s mother, the correlation by race in New York State 
from 2004 to 2012 is high: 0.75 between Asian and white mothers; 0.59 between Asian and black mothers; and 0.7 between black and 
white mothers. Correlations by education of the child’s mother are also strong. The popularity of names between mothers with a 
college degree (associates or higher) and mothers with no advanced degree is 0.85. Comparing the popularity of names given to 
children by mothers who hold a Ph.D. and those with no advanced degree, the correlation is 0.74. Thus, differences in the popularity of 
children’s names chosen by either mother’s education or mother’s race in New York over this period are not large. 

To address the possibility that there are power-laws in name popularity across racial groups, I tested the fit of power-law and log- 
normal distributions for the popularity of names in four groups: children whose mothers were white, children whose mothers were 
black, children whose mothers had an advanced degree, and children whose mothers had no advanced degree. In all four groups, the fit 
of the log-normal distribution is better than the power law distribution (p<0.0001). Fig. A.4.2 displays the distribution fits for girls 
named by white and black mothers. 

Sensitivity 
Sensitivity refers to the possibility that other reasonable modeling assumptions may generate very different results. If the model’s 

empirical implications are highly sensitive to arbitrary assumptions, it becomes less plausible that the real-world processes generating 
the data are in fact usefully approximated or described by the model. Here I consider two approaches to assessing the sensitivity of the 
CR model. First, I relaxed some of the assumptions in the original model and show that it still predicts a log-normal over a power-law 
distribution. Second, I simulate and test a second CR model, built from quite different assumptions, with similar empirical implications 
as the original model. 

A first possibility is that the CR model is not robust to having multiple groups with separate preferences in the model. Subgroup 
preferences might be either independent, negatively correlated, or positively correlated. First, imagine N subgroups with preferences 
that are independent of each other, and thus generate N independent log-normal popularity distributions. Those distributions can then 
be summed to produce the overall popularity distribution. When N is large, the overall distribution will approach a normal distribution 
by the central limit theorem, which is generally not a plausible popularity distribution. However, when N is relatively small, the sum of 
log-normal distributions can be approximated by another log-normal (Fenton, 1960). Thus, for a small number of independent sub-
groups, the log-normal result will hold. Second, imagine that subgroup preferences are negatively correlated with one another, in 
which case the distribution would rapidly approach something with a much lower skew—as objects popular with one group become 
less popular with others—which would fail to explain hit objects. Given also that the empirical evidence above suggests that girls’ 
name popularity is highly correlated across subgroups, this scenario seems unlikely (but see: Mark 2003). Finally, when popularity 
distributions among subgroups are positively correlated, the sum of these correlated log-normal distributions will converge to another 
log-normal distribution (Szyszkowicz & Yanikomeroglu, 2009). Thus, it is unlikely that the model is highly sensitive to the existence of 
subgroups. 

Correlated Properties 
Another possibility is that the properties of objects are correlated. It seems likely that properties would generally be positively 

correlated as, for example, bands that play out of tune probably do not have great rhythm either. Or, to take another example, more 
successful actors are able to work with their more successful peers (Faulkner & Anderson, 1987; Rossman et al., 2010:41), thus 
presumably making the quality of leading and supporting role performances positively correlated. 

To assess whether correlations among object properties might lead to distributions that look more like power-law than log-normal 
distributions, I simulated a multiplicative function with varying degrees of correlation between properties. Specifically, I simulated 
vectors of length 1000 according to: 

q(i∈{1…1000}) =
∏J

j=1
xj 

14 The Southeast cluster contains Louisiana, Kentucky, Tennessee, Arkansas, North Carolina, Georgia, South Carolina, Mississippi, and Alabama. 
The Northeast cluster contains Maine, Pennsylvania, Vermont, Illinois, New Jersey, New York, Connecticut, Rhode Island, and Massachusetts. The 
Midwest cluster contains North Dakota, Michigan, Wisconsin, Wyoming, Montana, Minnesota, Illinois, Indiana, Missouri, Ohio, Kansas, South 
Dakota, Nebraska, and Iowa. The Northwest cluster contains Colorado, Idaho, Washington, and Oregon. 
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where, xj is drawn from a normal(10,1) distribution,15 and where the correlation between xj and xi was some non-zero constant. I 
simulated all possible combinations scenarios where the correlations were 0.1, 0.2, …, 0.9 and the number of properties J were 5, 6, …, 
10. Each of these 54 simulations generated an N=1000 distribution on which I ran a likelihood ratio test to determine whether a log- 
normal or power-law distribution was a better fit. In all 54 cases I rejected the power-law in favor of the log-normal (p<0.01). I 
repeated these simulations keeping all parameters identical, except simulating Poisson rather than normal distributions. Here again 
likelihood ratio tests rejected the power-law in favor of the log-normal in all 54 cases (p<0.01). Fig. A.4.3 

Appendix 5 Convex returns 

One approach to dealing with sensitivity, which I have employed above, is to test the model for robustness to specific assumptions. I 
have also taken an additional approach here, deriving an entirely different model, similar to Rosen’s (1981) “convex returns” (CR) 
model, from a new set of assumptions. While this model makes similar assumptions to the MR model, the specific mathematical 
implementation is fundamentally different. 

The crux of the model is to start with a set of agents with both shared and idiosyncratic preferences for a set of objects, and have 
each agent choose only one or a small number of objects. Here assume that cultural objects have X1, X2, …XJ positively valued 
properties of interest to agents, then each object i, has a real valued vector of length J describing the values of its J properties. Now, the 
“quality”, q, of object i, will be: 

qi =
∑J

j=1
Xji  

Note that we are now summing random variables (object properties), rather than multiplying them. Now, in this model give each 
agent, m, an “idiosyncratic” preference term for object i: rmi describing a real-valued variable that modifies specific agent preferences. 
Then agents choose the “best” object according to their quality and idiosyncratic preference. That is, agent m chooses the object i = i∗

which maximizes: 

qi + rmi  

Thus, in this model agents choose objects according to a commonly held quality assessment, and an idiosyncratic taste component. 
Agents might be said to agree on the “fundamentals” of an object, while disagreeing on more taste-based components. Everyone might, 
for example, agree on the valuation of a houses’ foundation, while disagreeing over how to value the color of its paint, or the layout of 
its rooms. 

Note also that the variance of each distribution can be manipulated to put greater weight on either term. In the limiting instance 
where the variance of r is zero, for example agents will all choose a single object, while if the variance of q is zero, the popularity 
distribution will not be particularly skewed, as each objects’ popularity is sum of independent and identically distributed variables. In 
simulations (discussed below) under a variety of conditions, the number of chosen objects decreased rapidly as the ratio of shared to 
idiosyncratic preferences increased from 0.1 to 4, after which only a very few objects were chosen (see Fig. A.5.1) and skewness, as 
measured by the ratio of the mean to the median popularity, increases greatly over that same range (see Fig. A.5.2). Jointly these 
observations, and simulations to explore the parameter space, helped to put reasonable bounds on the values for r and q worth 
simulating. It was less clear how to vary the other parameters of interest, such as the number of agents, or the total number of objects 
that they choose from. These parameters are therefore more arbitrary. 

The math for deriving the popularity distribution generated by this model under more useful and general assumptions regarding the 
distribution of q and r proved to be intractable.16 To assess the popularity distribution that the model generates I have simulated the 
model under a variety of conditions. Explorations of the parameter space suggested a grid of parameters to use to systematically test the 
model. I simulated every possible combination of the following parameter values twice: 1000, 3000, 5000, 10,000, 12,000 possible 
objects; one, three, and five million agents; every number between 0.1 and 10 counting by 0.2 (inclusive of endpoints) for q (shared 
preferences). Because the ratio of r and q (the preference ratio) is what matters rather than the magnitude of those values as such, it was 
sufficient to fix r at 1 and only vary q. This generated 750 unique sets of parameters, and 6000 simulations. Using the same parameters 
for the number of objects and agents, I then supplemented the original simulations by simulating every number between 0.05 and 4 
counting by 0.05 (including 0.05, but not including 4) 8 times, generating 6340 additional simulations, for a total of 12,340 simu-
lations overall. With these simulations completed, I tested the goodness-of-fit for a power-law distribution, and compared likelihood 
ratios for log-normal vs power-law distributions according to the procedures in Clauset et al. (2009). See Figs. A.5.3 and A.5.4. 

15 A mean of 10 ensures positive values of x.  
16 Intractable at least for this author. My attempts to do so have me mostly convinced that this model does not generally generate any known 

distribution. 
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